Fw: A Talk With Neighbors

Received: Saturday, August 27, 2016 11:51 PM
From: Verumbellator verumbellator@protonmail.com
To: Fox519 (fox519@protonmail.com) fox519@protonmail.com

V/B
Resistance to tyranny is obedience to God.

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: A Talk With Neighbors
Local Time: August 27, 2016 11:19 PM
UTC Time: August 28, 2016 6:19 AM
From: verumbellator@protonmail.com
To: scoutirish@protonmail.com, Johnjacob@protonmail.com, abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, adamas@startmail.com, johncarmen@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch

John Mayo was indeed contacted by the FBI. I dug deep on the web and came up with this document which lists all law enforcement in Washington. This will be helpful in the future to confirm or deny legitimacy.

[Attachment]

Even though they acted extraordinarily unprofessional it traced back to the FBI. This makes it very likely that Marble's person was contacted as well. Fox is putting together the cards and this has taken on an urgency.

V/B
Resistance to tyranny is obedience to God.